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ABSTRACT
In recent years there is a rapid increase in demand for cloud services, as cloud
computing has become a flexible platform for hosting microservices over the
Internet. Microservices are the core elements of service oriented architecture
(SOA) that facilitate the deployment of distributed software systems. As the user
requires good quality of service the response time of microservices is critical in
assessing the performance of the application from the end user perspective.
This thesis work aims at developing a typical service architecture to facilitate
the deployment of compute and I/O intensive services. The work also aims at
evaluating the service times of these service when their respective subservices
are deployed in heterogeneous environments with various loads.
The research work has been carried out using an experimental testbed in order
to evaluate the performance. The transport level performance metric called
Response time is measured. It is the time taken by the server to serve the request
sent by the client. Experiments have been conducted based on the objectives that
are to be achieved.
The results obtained from the experimentation contain the average service
times of a service when it is deployed on both virtual and non-virtual
environment. The virtual environment is provided by Docker containers. They
also include the variation in position of their subservices. From results it can be
concluded that the total service times obtained are less in case of non-virtual
environments when compared to container environment.
Keywords: Service Time, Microservices, Performance,
Service Architectures.
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1

INTRODUCTION
A couple of decades ago, services were monolithic and built on a single stack
such as .NET or Java. These services were deployed on a dedicated server as
they are long lived. With increase in usage of these services, more number of
servers were needed to meet the demand. Increase in number of servers led to
difficulties in adding functional updates to services. So, services are further
segmented into sub-services. Instead of making patches and functional updates
to the whole service, updates are made to each sub service. This is a big change
from the monolithic services. Now that the services are segmented, architecture
of sub-services placement may impact response time of these services.
As services can be deployed on various operational environments such as
Bare-metal, Virtual Machines and Containers, response time may vary
depending on the environment. Since, response time is an important parameter
for quality of service, there is a need to study the variation in response time for
different placement architectures on different operational environments.
This study deals with performance analysis of services based on their
deployment architecture. The service performance is evaluated in three different
scenarios: Bare-metal, Virtual Machines and Containers. Furthermore, the
service consists of different subservices, and the placement of these sub-services
on Bare-metal, Virtual Machines and Containers and combinations are also taken
into consideration.
The thesis is done together by Tipirisetty Venkat Sivendra and Prathisrihas
Reddy Konduru. The set of common questions and separate questions that are
going to be answered in this research are mentioned in section 1.4.

1.1

Motivation
With the shift in computing paradigm towards cloud, there is a serious need
to study and evaluate the impact this has on service performance. So, service
placement and the architectures employed in developing such service will play a
major role in the delivery of that service.
Virtualization is mainly responsible for all the cloud related operations to be
possible. For a cloud to provide a service, a VM is launched and service is
deployed on it. Now-a-days, with the increase in container based virtualization,
the flexibility of launching guests on a single host has increased. This enables
the quick development and operation of such services. This type of virtualization
enables scaling of a service while development or on-demand.
In order to scale a service, it is recommended that proper distribution of
service elements has to be done. This makes adding new features easy during the
course of offering such service. This study is mainly focused on the performance
of such services when they are distributed.
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1.2

Scope of thesis
This thesis work deals with the Performance analysis of Services in
Heterogeneous Operational Environments. This study mainly deals with the
initial creation of different services and deploying them in different
heterogeneous environments (VMs, BM and Containers). The performance
analysis is performed by measuring the response time of the subservices. Though
many services exist, compute intensive and I/O intensive services are considered
in this study for analysis as they are mostly demanded with the increase in
computational resources these days.

1.3

Aims and Objectives
Aim of this study is to analyse the performance of service and to see if
placement of its subservices affects the performance. A typical service
architecture, which can be fit to available resources, is to be found and a service
has to be deployed based on this architecture.
Objective of this study is to create a model that emulates other services and
approximating the performance of service with variation in placement of its
subservices in BM, VM and Containers. In order to develop this service model,
a set of parameters are needed that help us to emulate real time services. Total
time taken by the service to serve a request is to be observed depending on the
environment in which its subservices are being deployed.

1.4

Research Questions
This research is carried out together by two students, so we have a set of
common questions along with a particular question answered independently.
1. How to build a generic service model and parameterize it against real
world services while maintaining the flexibility of adopting the
service architecture?
2. How does the performance of a service vary with change in load and
placement of its sub-services when deployed on bare metal?
Addressed by Sivendra:
3. How does the performance of a service vary with load and placement
of its sub-services when deployed on virtual machines as compared
to their deployment on bare metal?
Addressed by Prathisrihas:
4. How does the performance of a service vary with load and placement
of its sub-services when deployed on containers as compared to their
deployment on bare metal?
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1.5

Research Method

All the experiments are done on an actual physical model of the system. There are
many ways along with physical model to interpret a system for studying its behavior
such as simulated model of the system. These simulated models will adopt the abstracted
logical components to depict the actual functionality of the system. As this research is
aimed at calculating the actual performance of the system, a physical system will provide
a better insight to the system in terms of altering service configurations, collecting actual
service times and disruptions.
RQ1 is answered through literature review where we gained knowledge on different
service models and parameters affecting those services.
RQ2, RQ3 and RQ4 are answered through experimentation involving following
steps:
 A Service is designed which includes features of compute intensive and I/O
intensive services.
 A test-bed was set up to conduct our experiments.
 Placement of subservices was varied and response times were calculated,
from trace files generated at measurement point, for different loads where
load on the services was varied by sending HTTP requests.
 The same procedure was followed for three scenarios BM, VM and
Containers.

1.6

1.7

Thesis outline

This report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview and background
of the research work. Chapter 3 provides an insight of the thesis works done related this
area of research. Chapter 4 deals with the methodology followed and also describes the
experimental testbed setup and implementation. Chapter 5 contains the results and
analysis and Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and future work.

Split of Work
Table 1.1 Split of work

CHAPTER
Introduction

SECTION
1 to 1.2
1.3 to 1.6

2.1 to 2.2
Background

Related Work

2.3
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.2
3

TOPIC
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
1.2 Scope of Thesis
1.3 Aims and Objectives
1.4 Research Questions
1.5 Research Method
1.6 Thesis Outline
2.1 Overview of clod
computing
2.2 Virtualization
Service Architectures
Types of services
Compute intensive
I/O intensive services
Related Work

CONTRIBUTOR
Venkat Sivendra
Prathisrihas Reddy

Venkat Sivendra
Prathisrihas Reddy
Venkat Sivendra
Venkat Sivendra
Prathisrihas Reddy
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4
4.1
Methodology

Results and
Analysis
Conclusion
and Future
Work

Venkat Sivendra

4.2 to 4.2.4

Methodology
Modelling the service
architecture
Experimental Test bed

4.2.5
4.2.6

Test-bed Virtual Machines
Test-bed Docker containers

Venkat Sivendra
Prathisrihas Reddy

5.1

Bare metal Scenario

5.2
6

Virtual machines scenario
Conclusion and Future
Work

Venkat Sivendra
Prathisrihas Reddy
Venkat Sivendra
Venkat Sivendra

Prathisrihas Reddy
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2

BACKGROUND

2.1

Overview of cloud computing
Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand access to a
shared pool of configurable resources and is a new technical evolution of IT
service delivery from a remote location, either over the internet or an intranet,
with multi-tenant environments enabled by virtualization. Cloud computing
technologies have introduced new ways of delivering and managing IT services
due to its powerful computing ability and mass storage capability [1]. The five
main characteristics of cloud computing are on-demand self-service, resource
pooling, rapid elasticity, broad network access and measured service.

Figure 2.1 Essential Characteristics of Cloud

NIST definition: “Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, ondemand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources
(e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction” [2].
The deployment models for operating a cloud infrastructure are public cloud,
private cloud, community cloud or hybrid cloud. In a public cloud the resources
are accessed by the public over a public network. In a private cloud the
infrastructure and computational resources are accessed by single organization.
In a community cloud the resources are shared by a group of consumers with
shared concerns.
By using cloud, there is a provision to build applications on high-availability
and with dynamic resources there by reducing the up-front investment. The basic
model that encompasses the cloud computing services is Software-PlatformInfrastructure model. This model involves some characterizations of different
types of cloud computing services.
There are three types of cloud service models namely software as a service
(SaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a service (IaaS). In
SaaS, applications hosted by a service provider is made available to the user [3].
In PaaS, the platform on which the application or service to be hosted is provided
to the user. PaaS is responsible for the platform that is provided in order to
develop, run, and manage applications. PaaS remains almost invisible to the
12

clients [4]. In IaaS all the equipment that’s responsible for hosting, developing
and designing services is provided by the cloud vendors in the name of IaaS [5].

Virtualization

2.2

Among various number of underlying technologies in computing world,
virtualization is the most important and growing technology. Virtualization
abstracts software from the existing hardware infrastructure. In response, it
eliminates the problem of using a specific software stack to a particular server
thus by enabling more flexible control of both hardware and software resources.
Virtualization is generally done on large set of servers within a cloud
environment using a hypervisor or virtual machine monitor that generally exists
between the operating system and the hardware. There are different types of
virtual technologies available such as Xen, KVM, Virtualbox and VMware in the
market which follow different virtualization methods [6]. All these virtualization
standards are facilitated by means of a hypervisor that runs on the host system.
Different cloud providers use different standards and techniques in adopting the
hypervisor there by enabling the resource allocation to the users.

2.2.1

Hypervisors

Hypervisor, also known as Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is a piece of
software that runs on the host system which enables the abstraction of hardware
resources. It is aimed at allocation of computing resources to the guest systems
often termed as virtual machines, as they do not access resources directly. Based
on the type of hypervisor implementation, two types of hypervisors are proposed
in the market. One of such is a type-1 hypervisor or a bare-metal hypervisor. This
hypervisor is directly installed on the host’s physical hardware and hence the
name. Other type of hypervisor is type-2 or hosted which is installed in the OS
of host system. Type-2 hypervisors use the help of underlying OS kernel in order
to allocate physical resources to the guests.

2.2.2

Virtualization Techniques

As discussed in above section, different ways of abstracting the resources
result in different types of virtualization standards. Hypervisor plays a key role
in abstracting those resources [7]. There are different types of virtualization
techniques based on abstraction of resources.
2.2.2.1

Full/Native virtualization

In this type of virtualization, VM simulates the complete hardware and thus
by tricking the operating system into thinking that they are running on the same
hardware. This type of virtualization allows the unmodified guest OS for a
different host to be run.
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2.2.2.2

Para virtualization

This type of virtualization requires modification of guest OS. It allows the
direct interaction of guest OS with host systems hardware thereby benefitting the
performance of guest OS.
2.2.2.3

Operating System virtualization

OS virtualization is also called container-based virtualization. The isolation
is provided to guests from the underlying hosts but hardware resources are not
virtualized in this type of virtualization. This type of virtualization technologies
patch the kernel of host OS there by providing process isolation and resource
management. This comes handy if there is a need for deployment of dozens or
hundreds of virtual machines in the environments.

2.3

Service Architectures
A service is an end point of a connection and is a function that is well defined,
self-contained and is independent of state or context of other services. Service
architecture is essentially a collection of services that communicate with each
other. The communication could involve either data passing or two or more
services coordinating to perform a certain activity [9].
When deploying service in an environment, architectures and placement of
its sub-services play an important role in reducing latency and increasing
efficiency [10]. Challenges faced by the traditional monolithic application
development strategies led to the Microservices architectural development. The
majority of services are to be placed in such a way that their underlying server
architectures are similar, so that the executions are faster. When a service is
provided to a customer, placement of the services, the load of the hosts as well
as the network, plays a crucial role and will influence the service delivered.

2.3.1

Monolithic Applications

A monolithic application is built as a single unit. The services in such
applications are often integrated with the interfaces. Enterprise applications are
often built with client-side user interfaces, a database and a server-side
application. A Server-side application is a monolith – a single logic executable,
which handles HTTP requests and database queries.

2.3.2

Microservices Architecture

A service typically implements a set of distinct features or functionality. Each
Microservices is mini-application that runs on its own logic and architecture [11].
Microservices communicate with each other via Remote Procedure Calls (RPC).
The interfaces of these Microservices are consumed by the other application
clients. Some other micro-services might run as an instance on runtime often as
a cloud VM or Docker container. Containers are better suited for micro-services
14

than virtual machines are because micro-services can start up and shut down
more quickly. In addition, computing, memory, and other resources can scale
independently. Apart from overcoming the challenges of monolithic application
development, the Microservices architecture also allows each service to be
developed independently by the specified team. The deployment and debugging
becomes easy as the services are simple.

2.4

Types of services
The main aim of applications in the distributed systems like clouds is to offer
a service to the end user. There are different types of services offered based on
the type of resources that are used by those services [12]. Most important services
among them are:
 Computational intensive: CPU is the most needed resource
 I/O intensive: all services involving data reads and writes
 Memory intensive: storage type resources
 Network intensive: requires bandwidth

2.4.1

Compute intensive

A compute intensive application is one that demands CPU resources for a set
of computation tasks to be solved. A simple computation involving addition of
two numbers can be regarded a compute intensive application. And a real time
compute intensive service may involve calculation of equations that contain
more than 18 variables also.
Compute intensive applications have a varied behavior in terms of their
running times and can exhibit a nonlinear running time with change in input data
size [13].

2.4.2

I/O intensive Services

These are the most common types of services that are offered in cloud
computing which are built from the standard building blocks like databases,
caches, search indexes that are needed for common functionality. An I/O
intensive service is a service that reads or writes large amount of data and the
performance of such services depends on the speed of computer’s peripheral
devices. The processing times of most of the I/O intensive services involves the
time taken of I/O operation and movement of data. In these types of services
CPU power is rarely a limiting factor.
Computational grids are provided to access data resources for improved
access of information and when data is accessible from any platform, services
can be developed that support non-traditional uses of computing resources. The
performance of such services is analyzed based on the degree of assurance about
its quality.
To any I/O intensive service, I/O wait time is considered to be the most
important parameter, it specifies the time cost by CPU waiting for I/O operation
and number of context switches occur in a service.
15

3

RELATED WORK
This section deals with the literature work that has been done previously
which motivated and guided us towards implementing and completing this thesis
work.
Zhang et. al [14] have identified various research challenges faced in cloud
computing. Various problems such as automated service provisioning, VM
migration, Server consolidation, Energy management, Traffic management and
analysis, Data security, Software frameworks, Storage technologies and data
management and Novel cloud architectures were presented. Their opinion in
cloud research areas drove us to investigate more about service architectures.
Villamizar et. al [15] have evaluated the performance of monolithic and
microservice architectures in cloud environment. It is a comparative analysis of
response times and infrastructure costs of services developed in both
architectures. Their analysis is done using lightweight servers like Jetty. JMeter
tool is used to benchmark applications. It was shown that microservices have
performed better in their analysis. It was also proposed that the combination of
microservices with DevOps will yield better performance of microservice based
development. Furthermore the adaptability of SOA based design using
microservices architecture is also being discussed in this paper.
Namiot and Sneps-Sneppe in research [16] have discussed the major
challenges faced by monolithic application development and their reduction with
implementation using microservice based design. Though it is easier to deploy a
monolithic based application, continuous deployment, scaling, and technology
stack issues arise while dealing with the monolithic based service architecture
design. Though the microservices come to the rescue while addressing above
challenges but there need to be separate test cases, adoption to inter-service
communication mechanisms and often there needs to be some form of distributed
transactions between microservice components.
Authors of [17] also proposed microservices as components since they can
be replaced or upgraded independently. Authors have proposed communication
patterns that access the service components by various method such as direct
calls, through a common gateway and by using a message bus. From these
methods, common gateway approach has been adopted since it makes the
collection of measurement data flexible.
Aaquib and Sharma in [17], have examined the impact of compute and
retrieve intensive applications on the performance of a webserver on Linux and
Windows based platforms. They investigated this by impending a class of
workloads (compute/retrieve intensive) and analyzing the performance of the
web server in consideration. Their results show that the performance of Apache
webserver is better on Linux platform than Windows. They also found that
results of PHP driven services are better when compared to Java and Perl for both
this class of services.
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Peng et. al in [12] presented an extensive study based on the I/O intensive
application in cloud computing. They categorized the types of workloads based
on the resource allocation which are CPU-intensive, memory intensive, network
intensive and I/O intensive. They also figured out that number of context
switches will play an important role in designing a proper I/O intensive
application.
Oguike et. al modelled a queuing system that is computer intensive in their
research [18]. They presented an analysis based on the average number of
processes in the queue against maximum number of processes in the queue. A
similar type of comparison has been done for average and maximum number of
processes in the system and waiting times are also compared in both the cases.
The results in paper [19] show that using the virtual machines will not cause
a significant performance reduction when compared to the bare metal (real
machines) when the applications are deployed on them. It was stated that
applications loose around five to fifteen percent of their performance when
compared to real machines. So by using virtual machines as a resource can
deliver us on demand access and customization, guaranteeing quality of service
and isolation of its performance.
Authors R.Dua et. al explored into various aspects of abstraction and
implementations using Host OS, VMs and Containers in [20]. Various container
technologies such as Warden Container, OpenVZ, Docker and Imctfy were
studied as a part of their exploration. A brief overview on implementation of
container technology in realtime cloud environment has been provided. An
overview of containerization technology is given based on Chroot, cgroups and
kernel namespaces. Low overhead is the major advantage of containers when
compared to VMs making them a good choice in offering PaaS products.
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4

METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the research methodology followed along with the
setup of testbeds in-order to accomplish the tasks set for this thesis work, which
are:
1. Study the architectures employed in deploying services and adopt to an
architecture.
2. Build services which are computational and I/O intensive.
3. Deploy those services in bare-metal, virtual machine and a dockerised
container environments.
4. Determine the performance of services in all three environments with
changing loads and analyze this performance.
All the experiments are done on an actual physical model of the system.
There are many ways along with physical model to interpret a system for
studying its behavior such as simulated model of the system. These simulated
models will adopt the abstracted logical components to depict the actual
functionality of the system. As this research is aimed at calculating the actual
performance of the system, a physical system will provide a better insight to the
system in terms of altering service configurations, collecting actual service times
and disruptions.
This research could also be performed in production ready enterprise cloud
environments like AWS cloud, Azure cloud, Google cloud etc., but the links of
network components contributing to all the connections and impact of other
traffic and loads on the system could be high in such case. The results could not
have been analyzed if the environment had been a production ready.

4.1

Modelling the service architecture
An architecture model is required to deploy services and analyze their
performance. The communication pattern for our architecture model is adopted
from the common gateway model [16]. A common gateway server was modelled
such that if a response is requested from a particular sub service, the request is
routed to corresponding sub service. If no subservice is specified in a request,
server will respond itself for such requests.

Figure 4.1 common gateway model [16]
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With such architecture model, requests to subservices can be processed
simultaneously. This model also enables us to measure traffic at a common point
close to the gateway server.
Drawbacks of our architecture model are its inefficiency in instantly
transferring requests to subservices and possible delivery of old information
stored in cache of gateway server. The impact of data stored in cache is
negotiated in our work by avoiding web server to store data in cache.
Most of the services in real world usually fall into two categories, compute
intensive which requires computational resources and retrieve intensive which
involves data processing [17]. The services considered in our research are
computing a large Fibonacci number (computational) and reading a file (I/O
intensive) to replicate the real time services.

4.2

Experimental setup
Three test beds are set up for performing experiments in three scenarios
consisting of all services in bare-metal, virtual machines and Containers. All
these scenarios will have a common measurement point that collects the
measurement data in a transport layer and sends it to the consumers which build
the trace files.
As the research is oriented towards finding a performance comparison in
terms of operational environments of a service along with service distribution.
The environments under debate are bare-metal, VM and Container. A test-bed
has been set up for each environment and a detailed description of these testbeds
and services placement in them is as follows:

Figure 4.2 Experimental Test Bed

4.2.1

Measurement Point
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A Measurement Point (MP) is a system that measures overall times of the
packets received. Both sender and receiver times for a particular packet are
obtained by MP with the help of wiretaps, which capture and duplicate the
packets at both the ends. The MP consists of DAG cards which are synchronized
with respect to time and frequency by using GPS. These DAG cards have a time
stamp resolution of 60ns in the network [21].

4.2.2

MArC (Measurement Area Controller)

It manages the measurement point by allowing the packets received on the
capture interface (CI) to be filtered according to rules stated by MArC. It is one
of the sub system of the Measurement area which recognises the request
information of the users and forwards it to the MP. It can also take prevent loss
of measurement frames by altering the filters or by requesting more resources
between the consumer and the MP [22].

4.2.3

Consumer

A consumer is a device controlled by the user which accepts the packets as
specified by the system and filters the content of the measurement frame. It stores
the replicated packets captured by (DAG) cards and the stored files can be used
for further analysis [22].

4.2.4

Test-bed 1 Bare metal:

This section describes test bed where all the service times are measured based
on the distribution of services into different servers that are shown in Figure 4.2.
All the servers are having OS installed on them in this case. All the servers are
running on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.
Configurations that are used for the systems such as OS and hardware
specifications are shown in Table 4.1.
System
Component
OS
RAM
LAN

CPU

Server-1

Server-2

Server-3

Server-4

Client

Ubuntu
Server
16.04 LTS

Ubuntu
Server
16.04 LTS

Ubuntu
Server
16.04 LTS

Ubuntu
Server
16.04 LTS

Ubuntu
Server
14.04 LTS

16GB
Gigabit
Ethernet

Intel i7 –
3.40GHz

8GB
Gigabit
Ethernet

Intel Xeon
3.10 GHz
Quad

8GB
Gigabit
Ethernet

Intel Xeon
3.10 GHz
Quad

8GB
Gigabit
Ethernet

Intel Xeon
3.10 GHz
Quad

8GB

Gigabit
Ethernet
Intel i5 –
1.7GHz

Table 4.1 System Specifications and bare-metal test-bed details
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4.2.5

Test-bed 2: KVM virtual machines

In this section our test bed 2 is described. A similar experimental setup is
used. In this scenario all the sub-servers (server2, server3, server4) in which
KVM hypervisor is installed on all the subservices. The number of virtual
machines that have been created range between minimum of 1 to maximum of 3
with respect to the experimental scenario chosen. All the servers as well as the
virtual machines are running on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. The test-bed topology is
shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.3 sub server details in Virtual Machine Scenario
The details of the test bed used are as shown in table 4.2.
KVM hosts

Intel Xeon E31230@3.10GHz
8 GB memory, 500 GB
disk
Server1
Intel i7-3.40GHz
16 GB memory, 500 GB
disk
Ethernet Switch
Unmanaged switch for
connection from main
server to the subservices
Table 4.2 Test bed details for KVM hosts
OS
RAM
CPUs

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
2GB
2

Table 4.3 Resource allocation details to Virtual Machine
The main motive or reason for choosing the KVM virtualization in our study is because it’s
an open source virtualization technology which is merged into the mainline Linux kernel
version. Being a part of Linux provides KVM with a number of distinct advantages that
include hardware support, Memory support, efficient VM management and high security.

4.2.6

Test-bed 3: Docker containers

This section describes the test bed 3, in which all the three servers that is
server 2, server 3 and server 4 are installed and configured with Docker engine.
The topology of this testbed is as shown in Figure 4.2. All the servers and Docker
images contain Ubuntu 16.04 OS as mentioned in Figured 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Sub server details in Docker Container Scenario
The details of the testbed are as shown in Table 4.4.
Docker hosts

Intel Xeon E31230@3.10GHz
8 GB memory, 500 GB
disk
Server1
Intel i7-3.40GHz
16 GB memory, 500 GB
disk
Ethernet Switch
Unmanaged switch for
connection from main
server to the subservices
Table 4.4 Test bed details for Docker hosts
OS
RAM
CPUs

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
2GB
2

Table 4.4 Resource allocation details to Docker Containers
To keep within our discussion, this research deals with a service architecture
with a service running on it. A small distributed environment is setup with 4
servers out of which one server acts as a main server where the main service is
deployed. The subservices are deployed in the three sub-servers and are accessed
by main server. The reason behind choosing this architecture is to represent the
centralized distributed environment. The same architecture is used for all the
bare-metal, virtual machines and Docker containers cases. All the four services
are run on latest Ubuntu 16.04 LTS operating system with server versions.
The three sub servers (server 2, server 3, and server 4) are connected to the
main server (server 1) through a gigabit Ethernet switch so as to create a
dedicated network among them. The connection between the client and the main
server is passed through a measurement point to capture network layer and
application layer packets passing through that link. All the sub servers and the
client are assigned static IP addresses. The network as in test bed is created as a
network primarily to analyse the performance of a service deployed in those
servers. This private network allows us to have a separate network there by
reducing the influence of traffic generated by other network devices and thus
enabling in having a fair results.
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4.3

Implementation
This section deals with the process of modelling services and installing
required host software on the servers. Response times are calculated from the
trace files. So, the first and foremost requirement is to create a service that can
accept inputs to calculate the nth Fibonacci number (Compute intensive) and read
b bytes (I/O intensive) from a file. This service is designed such a way that its
subservices (parts of main service) can be distributed over three nodes.
The service is designed with one part of it doing a computational intensive
work and the other part doing an I/O related task such as reading specified
number of bytes from a file. The third part of this service does both the
computational and I/O intensive works concurrently. These services are made
into parts to get an analogy with the microservices architecture that is being
implemented in real-time production and development environments. The parts
of service are distributed into three nodes with each node having each part of
service.

4.3.1

Apache benchmark

Apache benchmark (ab) is tool for measuring performance of HTTP web
servers. It is an open source software which is distributed under the terms of
Apache License. The most common parameters used are:
-c: it indicates the total number of clients using the site simultaneously.
-n: this argument tells the ab to send the specified number of requests to the
target server.
Ab is used mostly to analyze the performance of Apache HTTP protocol
server, by giving the number of requests a server is capable of serving. It doesn’t
use more than one OS thread in the server regardless of the number of concurrent
requests requested [23].
Apache Benchmark tool is used to send HTTP requests to the server. ab
commands are varied by changing the number of total requests -n and number of
concurrent requests -c while maintaining constant computational and I/O load
parameters in all requests. A single experiment has been done for 40 times
fetching the same service.
The general command used is:
ab –n(number of requests X) –k(keep alive) –c(concurrent requests Y) (server
address)

The above command will hit the server mentioned with Y simultaneous
requests until X requests are met. After processing X number of requests the ab
will tell the performance of the site under the given load. A keep alive parameter
is used only when the length of the data is known in advance.
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For each experiment conducted, a trace file is generated by the consumer.
These trace files of the format .cap are read using capshow. The reason for using
cap files instead of converting them into pcap is to preserve the resolution of
time stamps for each packet.
HTTP request response times are calculated for each stream. The times are
calculated by taking the difference between timestamps of a HTTP GET packet
sent and a corresponding HTTP OK packet received. As the MTU of an Ethernet
interface is 1500 bytes by default, if there is more data than single HTTP OK
packet can handle, then the timestamp of corresponding packet containing TCP
FAP flag is taken into consideration for calculating service time. The time
difference between HTTP GET and OK packets is regarded as alpha service time
and the time difference between packets HTTP OK and TCP FAP is taken as
beta service time. Total service time is the sum of both alpha and beta service
times if there is beta service time otherwise it’s the same as alpha service time.
All this analysis has been done on traces that are obtained by performing
experiments which call the services that are located in nodes. The above followed
experimental procedure is done when the services are deployed in bare-metal,
Virtual Machine and Docker container environments correspondingly. For each
case of study, a test-bed as shown in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 has
been used correspondingly.
The same mentioned procedure were carried out for different set of total
requests and concurrent requests. Total request were varied from 1000 to 7000
and concurrent requests are varied between 100 and 200.The concurrency could
be increased further by considering the apache benchmark timeout parameter.
Here in our study the default apache benchmark timeout value is considered,
which is 30 sec. Hence the concurrency limit considered was 200.

4.3.2

Apache MPM pre-fork

Steady State: Depending on the way of handling requests in
mpm_prefork_module, for every given set of requests Apache server goes
through three phases [24].
Initialization phase: In this phase Apache server takes relatively more time
to serve the incoming requests, as it has less number of threads to handle.
Throughout this phase the server starts creating new threads till the number of
threads equals the concurrent requests.
Steady phase: In this phase, server serves the requests with minimum amount
of time, as in this state the number of helper threads are more or equal to the
number of requests. Thus enabling in handling more requests concurrently.
Termination phase: After the steady state when there are less number of
requests, the server starts killing one thread per second. This leads to an increase
in service time for the last set of 10-20 requests.
This study is carried out after the server has attained steady state
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5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This chapter gives a brief description on the results obtained from the
experiments conducted. The results are divided into two sections based on the
environmental setup in which the experiments are conducted. In Both the two
scenarios (two different experimental testbeds) experiments are done on different
loads i.e. for increasing values of total requests and concurrent requests by
varying the placement of their subservices. A total of 40 runs were conducted on
each experiment to get a better analysis of the metrics.

5.1

Non Virtual Environment Scenario:
The Figure5.1 shows the service times obtained for 40runs of an experiment
done with all the subservices placed on one machine. Faulty runs such as runs
with no trace files, runs with incorrect data are not considered.

Figure 5.1 Service Times for 3000 requests with 100 concurrent requests
for 40 runs
Figure 5.2 shows the average graph of the service times obtained from all the
runs. Each color indicates each run for same set of parameters. The average of
40 such runs is taken which is discussed in further sections It can be observed
that when all the subservices are placed in one machine, the average service time
obtained is 0.093(ms).The maximum service time was noted to be 0.302(ms) and
the minimum service time is 0.063(ms) when the server is said to be in a
stationary state. Graphs of other scenarios are placed in appendix. A similar trend
is observed in other scenarios.
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Figure 5.2 Average Service Times for 3000 requests with 100 concurrent requests for
40 runs
From here onwards the convention followed in representing the location of a
subservice with respect to the main service is as follows.
(X, Y, Z)
Where X, Y, Z are the locations of Computational service, Computational +
I/O service, I/O service respectively. These X, Y, Z take the alphabets L or R.
L: indicates that the subservice is taken from a local machine.
R: indicates that the subservice is taken from a remote machine.
For example L,R,L indicates that second subservice is placed in a remote
machine with first and the third subservices are placed in a local machine.
Similarly, L,L,L indicates that all the three subservice are placed in one single
machine and R,R,R indicates that all the three subservices are distributed in three
different machines. L takes the value 0 and R takes the value 1.
Table 5.1 Service Time for 3000 requests with 100 concurrent requests
N=3000/c=100
Min
Max
Avg
Stdev
95% CI

L,L,L L,L,R L,R,L L,R,R R,L,L R,L,R R,R,L R,R,R
0.063 0.068 0.061 0.062 0.062 0.069 0.064 0.073
0.302 0.287
0.12 0.265 0.095 0.114 0.107 0.125
0.093 0.104 0.083 0.098 0.082 0.088 0.083 0.093
0.05 0.057 0.011 0.037 0.007 0.011
0.01 0.012
0.015 0.018 0.003 0.011 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.004

The above Table 5.1, depicts the statistics obtained by performing the
experiment on experimental testbed consisting of bare metal for 3000 requests
and 100 concurrent requests. From the statistics obtained we can observe that the
average service time was maximum when the two compute intensive services are
deployed on the same physical machine i.e. .it took 0.104sec.
The Figure 5.3 shows the variation in average service times of the service
with different position of their subservices.
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Figure 5.3 Average Service Times for 3000 requests with 100 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices in non-virtual scenario
Table 5.2 Service Time for 3000 requests with 200 concurrent requests
N=3000/c=200
Min
Max
Avg
Stdev
95% CI

L,L,L
0.135
0.451
0.259
0.097
0.03

L,L,R
0.155
0.542
0.355
0.117
0.036

L,R,L
0.156
0.536
0.32
0.128
0.04

L,R,R
0.136
0.596
0.302
0.114
0.035

R,L,L
0.151
0.606
0.33
0.134
0.042

R,L,R R,R,L R,R,R
0.149
0.16
0.132
0.543 0.485 0.427
0.316 0.267 0.218
0.103 0.083 0.054
0.032 0.026 0.017

From the Table 5.2 we can observe that the service time was less when all the three
subservices are distributed among different remote machines. At that position the average
time for 3000 requests was 0.218(s), maximum time was 0.427(s) and minimum time was
0.132(s).

Figure 5.4 Average Service Times for 3000 requests with 200 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices.
From the graph we can observe that it has similar peaks in the initialization and
termination phase as of figure 5.3
Table 5.2 gives statistical analysis of the results when the number of concurrent
requests is doubled.
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Table 5.3 Service Time for 5000 requests with 100 concurrent requests
N=5000/c=100 L,L,L L,L,R L,R,L L,R,R R,L,L R,L,R R,R,L R,R,R
Min
0.061 0.071 0.074 0.069 0.072 0.067 0.074 0.076
Max
0.219 0.197 0.187 0.119 0.205 0.135
0.16 0.104
Avg
0.094 0.096 0.093 0.088 0.104 0.087
0.09
0.09
Stdev
0.032 0.033 0.026 0.011
0.04 0.012
0.02 0.008
95% CI
0.01
0.01 0.008 0.003 0.012 0.004 0.006 0.002
Now when the load is increased from 3000 to 5000 requests the maximum average service
time was found to be in R,L,L position followed by L,L,R position and the minimum average
service time 0.09(s) is observed when all the subservices are distributed.

Figure 5.5 Average Service Times for 5000 requests with 100 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices

5.2

Virtual machine scenario:
A similar experimental procedure is carried out in this case with the three
subservices running on virtual machines with different values of load. Table 5.4
and Table 5.5 gives the statistical analysis of the service times when there are
3000 requests with 100 concurrent requests and 3000 requests with 200
concurrent requests respectively.
Table 5.4 Service Time for 3000 requests with 100 concurrent requests

N=3000/c=100
Min
Max
Avg
Stdev
95%CI

L,L,L
0.070
0.286
0.084
0.033
0.01

L,L,R
0.073
0.21
0.091
0.022
0.007

L,R,L
0.072
0.27
0.103
0.038
0.012

L,R,R
0.069
0.221
0.1
0.029
0.009

R,L,L
0.07
0.265
0.105
0.056
0.017

R,L,R
0.075
0.221
0.096
0.026
0.008

R,R,L
0.073
0.168
0.097
0.023
0.007

R,R,R
0.075
0.14
0.101
0.016
0.005
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Table 5.5 Service Time for 3000 requests with 200 concurrent requests
N=3000/c=200
Min
Max
Avg
Stdev
95%CI

L,L,L
0.152
0.708
0.401
0.133
0.041

L,L,R
0.162
0.638
0.437
0.116
0.036

L,R,L
0.215
0.792
0.469
0.114
0.035

L,R,R
0.162
0.618
0.359
0.117
0.036

R,L,L
0.206
0.633
0.4
0.113
0.035

R,L,R
0.197
0.7
0.391
0.111
0.035

R,R,L R,R,R
0.151 0.175
0.597 0.346
0.353 0.239
0.108 0.048
0.033 0.015

From Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 we can observe that average service time is increased
as the number of concurrent requests is increased keeping the total requests constant
irrespective of the position of their subservices. We can also notice that the
confidence interval of R,R,R position is less there by proving that the average service
time is less when the services are distributed among different machines .This is
because when the services are distributed, different machines perform different tasks
simultaneously as there is no sharing of resources.
When compared to the Table
5.1 and Table 5.2 presented in the previous section we can observe that the average
service time of non-virtual scenario is relatively less compared the virtual scenario.
This is due to an additional layer (Hypervisor) running between hardware and
operating system there by reducing the performance of the virtual scenario when
compared to the non-virtual scenario.
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 shows graphs for 3000 requests with 100 and 200
concurrent requests respectively

Figure 5.6 Average Service Times for 3000 requests with 100 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices.
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Figure 5.7 Average Service Times for 3000 requests with 200 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices.
From Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 we can observe that the graphs followed the
same trend as that of non-virtual scenario with an initialization phase, steady
phase and a termination phase. The statistics obtained were taken in steady phase
i.e. when the apache server is stabilized.
The Table 5.6 gives the statistical analysis of the service times when there
are 5000 requests with 100 concurrent requests.
Table 5.6 Service Time for 5000 requests with 100 concurrent requests.
N=5000/c=100
Min
Max
Avg
Stdev
95%CI

L,L,L L,L,R L,R,L L,R,R R,L,L R,L,R R,R,L R,R,R
0.08 0.084 0.075 0.082 0.075
0.08 0.073 0.082
0.165 0.209
0.22 0.178 0.204 0.156 0.181 0.115
0.083 0.119 0.099 0.102 0.094 0.101 0.094 0.099
0.02 0.042
0.03 0.021 0.023 0.019 0.019 0.009
0.006 0.013 0.009 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.003

Figure 5.8 Average Service Times for 5000 requests with 100 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices.
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As mentioned the Figure 5.8 contains an initialization peak which starts at initial 10
request and drops down at 100 i.e. when the concurrency level is reached to 100.The
drop in the peak is due to the steady state attained in creating the threads.
From the above obtained statistic we can observe that when all the sub-services are
distributed, for the higher load the service time is significantly low when compared
to the less load scenario.
This can be due to varied per service packet distribution in the low load scenario
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6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The performance of services in heterogeneous environments is analyzed.
The statistics obtained from the experimental results show that, the average
service time is less when the subservices are placed in non-virtual environments
when compared to Virtual Machines. However the difference in service times
between the two scenarios is small (in the order of microseconds). It can also be
noticed that in both Virtual and non-virtual environments, the average service
time is very less when the sub-services are distributed among three different
machines.
Furthermore, from the observations we can conclude that as the load
increases, average service time of a service increases irrespective of placement
of its subservices. There is no much effect of placement of subservices on the
overall performance of a subservice.

6.1

Research questions and answers

1. How to build a generic service model and parameterize it against real

world services while maintaining the flexibility of adopting the service
architecture?

A literature study was done wherein we found out the types of services. The
varying parameters for services were also figured out. Out of all services, study
on Compute intensive and I/O intensive services was found to be significant as
the demand of computational resources is growing substantially.
A deep study on service architectures gave us the idea of communication
patterns. From the available patterns like direct calls, gateway and message
buses, gateway model was chosen. This gateway model gives us the flexibility
of scaling subservices and allows us to collect the measurement data at a common
point (gateway).
Hence, a service involving features of both Compute intensive and I/O
intensive was designed in such a way that it follows the gateway architecture as
shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Service architecture
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2. How does the performance of a service vary with change in load and

placement of its sub-services when deployed on bare metal?

Change in load:
The load is varied by changing the number of concurrent
requests to the server. When the respective service times are compared,
there is a significant change that is the service time increased as the
number of concurrent requests increased as shown in Figure 6.2.

service time against load
0.4

Service time (ms)

0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

L,L,L

L,L,R

L,R,L

L,R,R

R,L,L

R,L,R

R,R,L

R,R,R

position of sub-service
100

200

Figure 6.2 service time against load
Change in position of sub-services:
As discussed, sub-services are positioned in the mentioned
distributed system (as shown in Figure 6.1) and service times are
analyzed. From the Figure 6.2 we can summarize that, when the services
involving computational load are on the same machine then the service
time is relatively high. When all the sub-services are distributed, for the
higher load the service time is significantly low when compared to the
less load scenario.
3. How does the performance of a service vary with load and placement of

its sub-services when deployed on virtual machines as compared to their
deployment on bare metal??
Change in load:
As per our discussion in the previous research question,
for increase in load, the service times in virtual scenario are more when
compared to non-virtual scenario.
Change in position of sub-service:
according to the configuration done and the results
obtained the service time should be same when the subservices are place
in the same local machine but there is a significant difference. The
reason for this difference could be network congestion. The
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performance of a service is better in physical machines when compared
to virtual machines. Irrespective of the load on the system and
placement of services the service time obtained is relatively less in baremetal to that of the values in Virtual machine. From Table 5.1 - Table
5.7 it can be observed that as the number of concurrent requests
(number of parallel requests hitting the server) is increased the average
service time is increased in both the scenarios. It can also be observed
that when all the three subservices are distributed.

Figure 6.3 variation of service time with position of subservices
The Figure 6.3 shows a bar graph representation of 3000 requests with 100 and 200
concurrent requests for different position of subservices in both virtual and non-virtual
scenario.

6.2

Future Work:

This study is to evaluate the effect of performance of a service with change in load
and placement of its sub-services when deployed on bare metal and virtual machines.
As a future work, it would be interesting to note the performance by even including
the resource allocation to the virtual machines. It would also be interesting to study the
performance on other hypervisors as well as considering more number of subservices.
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APPENDIX

Php script for computational and I/O service:
<?php
$t1=microtime(true);
ini_set('precision', 300);
$i = 1;
$t = $_GET["time"];
$tf=$t1+$t;
$n = $_GET["number"];
$t2=microtime(true);
$p=fibonacci($n, 0, 1, 0, $i);
$t3=microtime(true);
$s=$t3-$t2;
echo "fibonocci output<br>\n";
echo "exec time $s<br>\n";
echo "requested val $i <br>\n";
echo "result $p <br>\n";
if (isset($_GET["option"])) {
echo $_GET["option"];
$t4=microtime(true);
$size=read_file($_GET["option"]);
$t5=microtime(true);
$kid=$t5-$t4;
echo "$size<br>\n";
echo "time for data $kid <br>\n";
}
$tg=$kid+$s;
echo"subservice time $tg <br>\n";
function fibonacci($n, $a, $b, $c, $i)
{
global $tf, $i;
$tn=microtime(true);
if(($tn < $tf) && ($i < $n))
{
$i++;
$c = $a + $b;
$a = $b;
$b = $c;
return fibonacci($n, $a, $b, $c, $i);
}
if ($tn>$tf){
echo "TIMEOUT FIB<br>\n";
}
return $c;
}

function read_file($k)
{
#echo"$_GET[".'option.'"]";
$fhandle = fopen('test.txt','r');
$data=fread($fhandle,$k);
fclose($fhandle);
return $data;
/*
#$var=system("dd if=/dev/zero of=test.txt bs=1 count=2MB");
#echo "$var";
#*/
}
?>
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Php script to execute the subservices when placed on remote or local
machine
<?php
ini_set('precision', 300);

$fib_num=10;
$fib_tim=0.03;
$size=200;
#$pos_ser1=0;
#$pos_ser2=1;
#$pos_ser3=1;
$ip1;
$ip2;
$ip3;
$pos_ser1=$_GET["position_ser1"];
$pos_ser2=$_GET["position_ser2"];
$pos_ser3=$_GET["position_ser3"];
$fib_num=$_GET["req_number"];
$fib_tim=$_GET["req_time"];
$size=$_GET["req_data"];
$t1=microtime(true);
if ($pos_ser1 == 0){
$ip1="172.0.0.80";
}elseif ($pos_ser1 == 1){
$ip1="172.0.0.14";
}
echo "$ip1--------------";
if ($pos_ser2 == 0){
$ip2="172.0.0.80";
}elseif ($pos_ser2 == 1){
$ip2="172.0.0.17";
}
echo "$ip2--------------";
if ($pos_ser3 == 0){
$ip3="172.0.0.80";
}elseif ($pos_ser3 == 1){
$ip3="172.0.0.18";
}
echo "$ip3--------------";

$time_compute_start=microtime(true);
$file =
file_get_contents("http://$ip1/ser1/compute.php?time=$fib_tim&number=$fib_n
um","r");
$time_compute_end=microtime(true);
$file1 =
file_get_contents("http://$ip2/ser2/fibo.php?number=$fib_num&time=$fib_tim&
option=$size","r");
$time_fibo_end=microtime(true);
$file2 = file_get_contents("http://$ip3/ser3/inout.php?option=$size","r");
$time_inout_end=microtime(true);
$t2=microtime(true);
$tf=$t2-$t1;
$dur_compute=$time_compute_end-$time_compute_start;
$dur_fibo=$time_fibo_end-$time_compute_end;
$dur_inout=$time_inout_end-$time_fibo_end;

echo "-------------computational service-----<br>\n";
echo $file;
echo "-------------computational and file read service-----<br>\n";
echo $file1;
echo "--------file reading--------<br>\n";
echo $file2;
echo"------fie raeading done----<br>\n";
echo "DurationCompute : $dur_compute <br>\n";
echo "DurationFibo : $dur_fibo <br>\n";
echo "DurationInoute : $dur_inout <br>\n";
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?>

Virtual scenario
Statistics and Graphical representation of Service Times for
different load scenario.
Table 0.1 Service Time for 1000 requests with 100 concurrent requests
1000/100
min
max
avg
stdev
95%CI

L,L,L
0.042239
0.080709
0.061383
0.012253
0.003797

L,L,R
0.046979
0.122669
0.077992
0.021247
0.006584

L,R,L
0.048953
0.2271
0.092299
0.051049
0.01582

L,R,R
0.057608
0.194281
0.106264
0.048787
0.015119

R,L,L
0.050897
0.303816
0.089199
0.076237
0.023626

R,L,R
0.056638
0.124748
0.084808
0.025628
0.007942

R,R,L
0.053768
0.373724
0.118705
0.095477
0.029588

R,R,R
0.059288
0.243311
0.113007
0.055402
0.017169

Figure 0.1 Average Service Times for 1000 requests with 100 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices
Table 0.2 Service Time for 1000 requests with 200 concurrent requests
1000/200
min
max
avg
stdev
95%CI

L,L,L
0.077468
1.237874
0.357
0.408596
0.126623

L,L,R
0.082375
3.109817
0.620384
0.92021
0.285171

L,R,L
0.08707
1.609199
0.85218
0.623427
0.193198

L,R,R
0.087325
1.790397
0.51603
0.552583
0.171244

R,L,L
0.054568
0.978513
0.367839
0.338714
0.104967

R,L,R
0.090383
1.187415
0.383602
0.375138
0.116254

R,R,L
0.100541
1.311767
0.564944
0.37538
0.116329
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R,R,R
0.122352
0.609451
0.221753
0.145584
0.045116

Figure 0.2 Average Service Times for 1000 requests with 200 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices
Table 0.3 Service Time for 2000 requests with 100 concurrent requests
2000/100
min
max
avg
stdev
95%CI

L,L,L
0.064104
0.092682
0.074871
0.007551
0.00234

L,L,R
0.062821
0.101677
0.086021
0.012464
0.003863

L,R,L
0.068131
0.102925
0.083631
0.011573
0.003586

L,R,R
0.073285
0.108088
0.086826
0.009383
0.002908

R,L,L
0.074669
0.383703
0.112221
0.095552
0.029611

R,L,R
0.074612
0.113579
0.092681
0.015628
0.004843

R,R,L
0.077339
0.163092
0.09394
0.025376
0.007864

Figure 0.3 Average Service Times for 2000 requests with 100 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices
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R,R,R
0.072981
0.116202
0.098608
0.014786
0.004582

Table 0.4 Service Time for 2000 requests with 200 concurrent requests
2000/200
min
max
avg
stdev
95%CI

L,L,L
0.107491
0.404328
0.2866
0.117924
0.036544

L,L,R
0.168173
0.7261
0.472244
0.200921
0.062265

L,R,L
0.129841
0.663706
0.321677
0.167186
0.05181

L,R,R
0.17956
0.418289
0.288255
0.082489
0.025563

R,L,L
0.117396
0.762626
0.443587
0.218943
0.06785

R,L,R
0.149035
0.574154
0.338318
0.152267
0.047187

R,R,L
0.161233
0.55963
0.361982
0.099994
0.030988

R,R,R
0.172378
0.315956
0.239592
0.049658
0.015389

Figure 0.4 Average Service Times for 2000 requests with 200 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices
Table 0.5 Service Time for 7000 requests with 100 concurrent requests
7000/100
min
max
avg
stdev
95%CI

L,L,L
0.073985
0.204576
0.103846
0.039934
0.012376

L,L,R
0.076897
0.178869
0.100481
0.026337
0.008162

L,R,L
0.075944
0.172231
0.100785
0.02168
0.006719

L,R,R
0.079613
0.130671
0.096023
0.010778
0.00334

R,L,L
0.078325
0.16824
0.095876
0.022137
0.00686

R,L,R
0.082994
0.144879
0.096058
0.013789
0.004273

R,R,L
0.079481
0.146446
0.095243
0.012017
0.003724
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R,R,R
0.086312
0.110429
0.09783
0.006575
0.002038

Figure 0.5 Average Service Times for 7000 requests with 100 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices
Table 0.6 Service Time for 7000 requests with 200 concurrent requests
7000/200
min
max
avg
stdev
95%CI

L,L,L
0.085343
0.312405
0.221615
0.056511
0.017513

L,L,R
0.188765
0.379049
0.258729
0.063333
0.019627

L,R,L
0.190776
0.359858
0.25278
0.063111
0.019558

L,R,R
0.165778
0.326432
0.246258
0.05165
0.016006

R,L,L
0.186776
0.351971
0.240325
0.039733
0.012313

R,L,R
0.190626
0.350602
0.251412
0.037439
0.011602

R,R,L
0.202211
0.480962
0.268194
0.051428
0.015938

Figure 0.6 Average Service Times for 7000 requests with 200 concurrent requests for
different position of subservices
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R,R,R
0.075433
0.251788
0.215177
0.027265
0.008449

Java script to process the trace file in order to obtain service times
import java.io.BufferedReader;
import java.io.FileReader;
import java.io.PrintWriter;
import java.util.ArrayList;
public class NewProcessor {
private static ArrayList<String> aAck = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> aSeq = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> aTime = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> sAck = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> sSeq = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> sTime = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> saAck = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> saSeq = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> saTime = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> okAck = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> okSeq = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> okTime = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> getAck = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> getSeq = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> getTime = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> fapAck = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<String> fapSeq = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> fapTime = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> connTime = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> alphaServiceTime = new
ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> betaServiceTime = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> okTimeOrder = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> getTimeOrder = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> fapTimeOrder = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> alphaTimeOrder = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> betaTimeOrder = new ArrayList<>();
private static ArrayList<Double> totalTimeOrder = new ArrayList<>();
private static void clearData() {
aAck.clear();
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aSeq.clear();
aTime.clear();
sAck.clear();
sSeq.clear();
sTime.clear();
saAck.clear();
saSeq.clear();
saTime.clear();
okAck.clear();
okSeq.clear();
okTime.clear();
getAck.clear();
getSeq.clear();
getTime.clear();
fapAck.clear();
fapSeq.clear();
fapTime.clear();
connTime.clear();
alphaServiceTime.clear();
betaServiceTime.clear();
okTimeOrder.clear();
getTimeOrder.clear();
fapTimeOrder.clear();
alphaTimeOrder.clear();
betaTimeOrder.clear();
totalTimeOrder.clear();

}
public static void main(String[] args) {

i++) {

int startExpNo = Integer.parseInt(args[0]);
int endExpNO = Integer.parseInt(args[1]);
while (startExpNo <= endExpNO) {
for (int i = 1; i <= Integer.parseInt(args[2]);

readFile("C:\\Users\\sudhakar\\Desktop\\sivendra\\thesis\\vmnew\\7000
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c200\\10c0\\" + startExpNo + "-" + i);

calculateAlphaAndBetaServiceTimes();

calculateConnTime();

arrangeInOrder();

writeToFile("C:\\Users\\sudhakar\\Desktop\\sivendra\\thesis\\vmnew\\7
000c200\\output\\" + startExpNo + "-" + i);
//checkForIncosistencies();
clearData();
}
startExpNo++;
}
//
readFile("C:\\Users\\sudhakar\\Desktop\\sivendra\\thesis\\bmnew\\3000c100\\8958");
//
calculateConnTime();
//
calculateAlphaAndBetaServiceTimes();
//
arrangeInOrder();
//
writeToFile("C:\\Users\\sudhakar\\Desktop\\sivendra\\thesis\\bmnew\\3000c100\\outp
ut\\");
//
//checkForIncosistencies();
//
clearData();
}
private static void checkForIncosistencies() {
for (int i = 0; i < okTimeOrder.size(); i++) {
alphaTimeOrder.add(okTimeOrder.get(i) getTimeOrder.get(i));
betaTimeOrder.add(fapTimeOrder.get(i) okTimeOrder.get(i));
totalTimeOrder.add(fapTimeOrder.get(i) getTimeOrder.get(i));
if (fapTimeOrder.get(i) != 0) {
if (totalTimeOrder.get(i) !=
alphaTimeOrder.get(i) + betaTimeOrder.get(i))
System.out.println("Ïncosistency");
} else {
System.out.println("alpha: " +
alphaTimeOrder.get(i) + "\tbeta: " + betaTimeOrder.get(i)
+
"\ttotalTimeOrder: " + totalTimeOrder.get(i));
}
}
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}

"UTF-8");

private static void writeToFile(String path) {
PrintWriter writer = null;
try {
writer = new PrintWriter(path + "Conn.txt",

i=0;i<connTime.size();i++){ sum +=

/*
* Double sum = 0.0; for(int

* connTime.get(i); }
System.out.println("sum: "+sum+" : size: "
* +connTime.size()); Double avg =
sum/connTime.size();
* System.out.println("avg: "+avg);
writer.println("avg: "+avg);
*/

connTime.get(i));

"UTF-8");

i++) {

writer.println("Conn_time");
for (int i = 0; i < connTime.size(); i++) {
writer.printf("%.12f\n",
}
writer.close();
writer = new PrintWriter(path + "Alpha.txt",
writer.println("Alpha_st");
for (int i = 0; i < alphaServiceTime.size();

writer.printf("%.12f\t%.12f\t%.12f\n", getTime.get(i),
alphaServiceTime.get(i), okTime.get(i));
}
writer.close();

"UTF-8");

{
betaServiceTime.get(i));

writer = new PrintWriter(path + "Beta.txt",
writer.println("Beta_st");
for (int i = 0; i < betaServiceTime.size(); i++)
writer.printf("%.12f\n",
}
writer.close();
writer = new PrintWriter(path + "Order.txt",
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"UTF-8");

writer.println("GET\tOK\tFAP");
for (int i = 0; i < betaServiceTime.size(); i++)

{

writer.printf("%.12f\t%.12f\t%.12f\n", getTimeOrder.get(i),
okTimeOrder.get(i), fapTimeOrder.get(i));
}

writeToFile() " + e);

}

} catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println("Exception in
} finally {
}

writer.close();

private static void calculateConnTime() {
String seqToMatch = null;
int index = -1;
for (int i = 0; i < aSeq.size(); i++) {
seqToMatch =
subtractOneFromString(aSeq.get(i));
index = sSeq.indexOf(seqToMatch);
if (index != -1) {
connTime.add(aTime.get(i) sTime.get(index));
}
}
}
private static void calculateAlphaAndBetaServiceTimes() {
int indexOfGet = -1;
int indexOfFap = -1;
for (int i = 0; i < okSeq.size(); i++) {
indexOfGet = getAck.indexOf(okSeq.get(i));
indexOfFap = fapAck.indexOf(okAck.get(i));
if (indexOfGet != -1) {
alphaServiceTime.add(okTime.get(i) - getTime.get(indexOfGet));
if (indexOfFap != -1)
betaServiceTime.add(fapTime.get(indexOfFap) - okTime.get(i));
else
betaServiceTime.add(0.0);
}

}
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}
private static void arrangeInOrder() {
int indexOfGet;
int indexOfFap;
for (int i = 0; i < okSeq.size(); i++) {
okTimeOrder.add(okTime.get(i));
indexOfGet = getAck.indexOf(okSeq.get(i));
indexOfFap = fapAck.indexOf(okAck.get(i));
if (indexOfGet != -1) {
getTimeOrder.add(getTime.get(indexOfGet));
if (indexOfFap != -1)
fapTimeOrder.add(fapTime.get(indexOfFap));
else
fapTimeOrder.add(0.0);

} else

System.out.println("Unexpected output");
}
}
private static void readFile(String path) {
BufferedReader br = null;
try {
String line;
br = new BufferedReader(new
FileReader(path + ".txt"));
String seqToMatch = null;
while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
String ack =
extractAckFromLine(line);
String seq =
extractSeqFromLine(line);
Double time =
extractTimestampFromLine(line);
switch
(extractFlagFromLine(line)) {
case "S":
if
(!(sAck.contains(ack) && sSeq.contains(seq))) {
sAck.add(ack);
sSeq.add(seq);
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sTime.add(time);

case "SA":
(!(saAck.contains(ack) && saSeq.contains(seq))) {

}
break;
if

saAck.add(ack);
saSeq.add(seq);
saTime.add(time);

case "A":
(!(aAck.contains(ack) && aSeq.contains(seq))) {

}
break;
if

seqToMatch = subtractOneFromString(seq);

// If

we find matching [S] for [A] then store the

//

details

if

(sSeq.contains(seqToMatch)) {
aAck.add(ack);
aSeq.add(seq);
aTime.add(time);

case "GET":
(!(getAck.contains(ack) && getSeq.contains(seq))) {

}
break;

}

if

getAck.add(ack);
getSeq.add(seq);
getTime.add(time);

case "OK":
(!(okAck.contains(ack) && okSeq.contains(seq))) {

}
break;
if
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if

(getAck.contains(seq)) {
okAck.add(ack);
okSeq.add(seq);
okTime.add(time);

case "FAP":
(!(fapAck.contains(ack) && fapSeq.contains(seq))) {

}
break;

}

if
if

(okAck.contains(ack)) {
fapAck.add(ack);
fapSeq.add(seq);
fapTime.add(time);

case "OKA":
addBothOKandA(ack, seq, time);

addBothGETandA(ack, seq, time);

ReadFile() method" + e);

}
break;

}

break;
case "GETA":

break;

}
}
} catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println("Exception occured in
}

}

time) {

private static void addBothOKandA(String ack, String seq, Double
if (!(okAck.contains(ack) && okSeq.contains(seq))) {
if (getAck.contains(seq)) {
okAck.add(ack);
okSeq.add(seq);
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}

}
String seqToMatch = null;
if (!(aAck.contains(ack) && aSeq.contains(seq))) {
seqToMatch = subtractOneFromString(seq);
// If we find matching [S] for [A] then store

the details

}

time) {

okTime.add(time);

}

if (sSeq.contains(seqToMatch)) {
aAck.add(ack);
aSeq.add(seq);
aTime.add(time);
}

private static void addBothGETandA(String ack, String seq, Double
if (!(getAck.contains(ack) && getSeq.contains(seq))) {
getAck.add(ack);
getSeq.add(seq);
getTime.add(time);
}
String seqToMatch = null;
if (!(aAck.contains(ack) && aSeq.contains(seq))) {
seqToMatch = subtractOneFromString(seq);
// If we find matching [S] for [A] then store

the details

}

}

if (sSeq.contains(seqToMatch)) {
aAck.add(ack);
aSeq.add(seq);
aTime.add(time);
}

private static String subtractOneFromString(String str) {
Long longStr = Long.parseLong(str);
longStr--;
return longStr + "";
}
private static String extractSeqFromLine(String line) {
int index = line.indexOf("seq=");
String temp = line.substring(index + 4);
String[] parts = temp.split(" ");
return parts[0];
}
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private static String extractAckFromLine(String line) {
int index = line.indexOf("ack=");
String temp = line.substring(index + 4);
String[] parts = temp.split(" ");
return parts[0];
}
private static Double extractTimestampFromLine(String line) {
String[] parts = line.split(":");
return Double.parseDouble(parts[3]);
}

}

private static String extractFlagFromLine(String line) {
if (line.contains("[S]"))
return "S";
else if (line.contains("[SA]"))
return "SA";
else if (line.contains("OK") && line.contains("[A]"))
return "OKA";
else if (line.contains("OK"))
return "OK";
else if (line.contains("GET") && line.contains("[A]"))
return "GETA";
else if (line.contains("GET"))
return "GET";
else if (line.contains("[A]"))
return "A";
else if (line.contains("[FAP]"))
return "FAP";
else
return "NOTHING";
}
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